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ANOTHER APPROACH TO THE CLASSICAL 
CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
II. HAMILTONIAN THEORY 
JAN CHRAST1NA, Bsno 
(Received April 14, 1982) 
In the preceding Part I, a modified version of the general Lagrange problem 
<£0>(P, M, 21, q>, 23, i/>) has been presented. This problem is concerned with critical 
points of a certain funcTonal (expressible by the above men'ioned exterior 
forms q>, i/>) on a certain space P of mappings (of the above manifold P with 
boundary into the above manifold M) which satisfy a general system cf partial 
differencial equations (expressible by the above men ioned Cco(M)-modules 21, -B 
of exterior forms on M), see also Sec ion I bAow. In the present part we shall 
leave out d l invesAga'ions on the boundary of P; then the space $%(P, M, 21, dq>) 
of extremals, mappings of P into M which solve the relevant Euler —Lagrange 
system of partial differential equations (determined by the module 21 and the 
form dq>), is the main object of our invesfiga'ions. The Euler-Lagrange equations 
are expressible in invariant terms by exterior fcrms, however, we do not get an 
exterior system of equations in the common sense, provided 21 # {0}. 
The case 21 = {0}, the trivial module consisting only of the zero forrr, seems to 
be a very special one. (The mappings from P need not satisfy any con r i ion outside 
the boundary of P, cf. Section 1 below.) In this case, the extremals s lve certain 
exterior system expressible by the single form dq>. Thus, if dq> admits certain simple 
(canonical) expre3:ion in an appropriate coordinate system, the men'ioned exterior 
system (and d>o the equivdmt Eubr —Lagrange system) is of certain special 
(one may say: Hamiltonian) type. In this sense dq> determines the canonical structure 
dn the mar ifcld M which, together with this structure, may be call 3d a phase space. 
Our aim is to trar fer a gr eral Lagrange problem (21 ^ {0}) into an equivalent 
one with 21 = {0}, the (inter) standard problem after the terminology in 1.7. We 
reconcile to the fact that this task may admit several solutions, a fact which is 
surely confirmed by the classical examples from the geodesies field theory of the 
multiple integral varia ioral problem. We do not try to develop the most general 
theory. O^. the contrary, wc introduce simplifying assumptions whenever possible 
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to reach the case closely connected with the mentioned classical results. The line 
of possible generalizations and various modifications will be quite evident. 
1. Review of Part I. Let M be a manifold, 31(93) be a C°°(M)-module of w-forms 
((n — l)-forms) on M, not necessarily of all forms. Let P be an w-dimensional 
compact oriented manifold with boundary g, d : Q -• P be the inclusion of the 
boundary. Denote by Fthe space of all embeddingsp : P -> M, let q = p o d : Q -* 
-+ M. We introduce the mapping G : V -> W = IIRa f/, (a € 31, ft e 93; the direct 
product of real axes R indexed by the mentioned couples (a, /?)) with the com-
ponents G(p)Utfi = JPP*a 4- ffi <7*/J. (Note that P = G~
l(0) is the set of all p e V 
satisfying p*<x = #*/? = 0; a 6 31, p e 93.) Let (pGW be an n-form ((« - l)-form) 
on M. We introduce the functional F(p) = \pP*<P + JQ #*^. 
The Lagrange problem ^ ^ ( P , M, 31, <p, 93, $) (briefly denoted &&) deals with 
G-critical points of F. The latter notion (which is a Suitable substitute for the 
commonly used concept of a critical point of F on the set P) may be precised as 
follows: p e V is called a G-critical point of F if dFp(Zp) = 0 for every tangent 
vector Zp of (the infinite-dimensional manifold) iV satisfying dGp(Zp) = 0. (See 
Part I for an elementary approach in which the tangent maps dF, dG are not 
explicitly used.) 
The weakest result, Theorem 1.6, asserts that peV is a C-critical point of F 
if and only if for every vector field ZonM there exist forms 6t e 31, /S e 93 which satisfy 
\pp*Z-L d(q> - a) + lQ q*Z-j((p-oi + dty - 0)) = 0. 
This condition implicitly involves the Euler — Lagrange system and the boundary 
transversality conditions, but in a very latent form. 
In this connection, p e V may be called an extremal (to the problem $£0>) if 
p*ct s 0 (a e 3t) and, moreover, if there exists a form a e 31 satisfying 
(1) p*Z -J d((jp — a) s 0, for every vector field Z on M. 
Because p*Z -A £ = 0 for every (n 4- l)-form £ on M and every vector field Z 
on M tangent to the subset pP c M (i.e., satisfying Zp(0 = dp(Zf'); teP, Z' is 
an appropriate vector field on P), it is not necessary to consider all vector fields Z 
on M in the relation (1); cf. I, 8. 
2. Germs of extremals. We shall widely use some local concepts. Especially, from 
now on, the main object will be the space of germs of extremals SX(M, As d<p) 
(briefly denoted SX) to the above problem J?^ , defined as follows: 
Let [p]f be the germ at a point teP of an embedding (equivalently: of an 
immersion) p : P -• M of an n-dimensional manifold P into M. Then, the mentioned 
space iX consists of all germs [g]f for which p*OL SB 0 (a € 31) and (1) holds with 
an appropriate form a € 31 (in an appropriate neighbourhood of t9 may be). 
Especially, U = SX(M, {0}, 0) is the space of germs of all embeddings (immer-
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sions) p : P ~> M of an w-dimensional manifold P into M. We introduce an unusual 
topology into the space U: A closed subset C of U is a finite union of certain 
subsets Ct c U (i = 1,..., k)9 C = u Cf, where every summand Cf is determined 
by choosing a C°°(M)-module 3^ of exterior forms on M and consists of all germs 
[p]f € U satisfying [/>*T], = 0 (T e l , ) . Owing to the inclusion SX(M9 21, d^) c 
c. (7, we obtain the relative topology on every space SX(M9 2t, d̂ >). 
An immersion p: P -> M will be identified with the family [p]f (f e P) of germs. 
Therefore, p € SX means that p*<x = 0 ( a e 21) and (1) is true in an appropriate 
neighbourhood of every point t eP9 for an appropriate form & e 91 dependent 
on t. Also, the above p lies in an open subset of SX9 if every relevant germ [p}t 
does. 
A germ [P]f which lies in a certain open subset O c SX will be called a generic 
germ. Here, the set O will be precised in all concrete cases, and we tacitly assume O 
being dense in the space SX under consideration to avoid certain trivial situations. 
Similarly, an immersion p is generic, if every related germ [p]f is, in the previous 
sense. 
3. Resolvent sequences. A Lagrange problem j£f^(P, M*9 21*, q>*9...) (the 
dotted places do not matter and need not be specified) is called a prolongation 
(by a mapping n : M* -» M) of the original problem J5f ̂ , if the following condi-
tions are satisfied: (/) If p* c SX*(= SX(M*9 21*, dq>*)) is generic, then /> = 
= nop* £ SX. (ii) To every generic p e SX there exists p* 6 SX*9 p = TC O/>*. 
A Lagrange problem jSf ̂ (P, Afb, 2lb, <pb,...) (the dotted places need not be 
specified) is called a restriction (by a mapping i : Mb -* Af) of the original problem 
JSf̂ , if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) If p = iopbeSX (where 
pb:P-+ Mb) is generic, then / 6 * # b (an abbreviation of SX(Mb9 2l
b, d<pb)). 
(ii) If pb € SXb is generic, then P = / o pb e SX. 
Remind our aim which is to transfer a general Lagrange problem JSf̂  into 
a standard one. To this end, we may use the above defined concepts. Thus, starting 
with the general problem J&f0> one may derive a lot of sequences of the type 
j*f^ = <?0>l9..., sePjk* se&(p9 Mk9 2ik, <pk9...)),..., j s f * v 
where every pair of neighbouring terms JSf^fc,JSf^+1 is related either by 
a prolongation, or by a restriction. Of course, we are mainly interested in the 
corresponding sequences of spaces of germs of extremals 
SX = SXX,..., SXk(= SX(Mk9 21*, dq>k))9...-, SXN. 
We succeed* if 2lN = {0}, and if every generic extremal p € SX corresponds to 
(we prefer: exactly one) extremal pNeSXN9 and also reversely. Then the above 
sequences are called resolvent sequences (for the problem JSf^), and we may 
apply the terminology mentioned at the beginning of the present part: MN is 
a phase space, dcpN determines the canonical structure, etc. 
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A little notice: The proposed construction is a somewhat adventurous one. 
All current classical variational problems are resolved with N _§ 3, however, 
there are some indications that certain irregular problems demand N = 4, 5. We 
postpone this question to another place. 
4. Standard prolongation. Assume that certain forms ai9..., a c e2 l exist with 
the property that every a e 21 is expressible as 
a = ai(Xl + ... + acac(at,..., ac e C°°(M)). 
We introduce the trivial vector bundle M+ = R c x M with the evident bundle 
projection 71 : M+ -* M and, denoting x+ = (^, x) € M+ (A = ( ^ , . . . , A)c e R
c, 
x G M), we define the fundamental form a+ on the bundle M+ by 
(a+)(x,.) = -417r*a1 + ... + ^C7r*ac. 
The formula a = o* o a+ yields a one-to-one correspondence between the forms 
a £ 91 and the cross-sections <r : M ~> M+ of the bundle M+ . 
Let n*B be the C°°(M+)-module of all (n - l)-forms on M+ generated by the 
forms n*P (P e 93). The problem $e@(P, M+ , {0}, TTV - a+, TT*-B, n*\j/) (briefly 
&&+) will be called the standard prolongation of &&. 
There is a close relationship between critical points of S£0> and JS?^+, however, 
we are interested only in the related spaces of germs of extremals S9£ and S3C+ 
(abbreviation for g$C(M+, {0}, d(n*cp — a+))). The following result asserts that 
££0>+ is a prolongation of &0 in the sense of Section 3. 
5. Theorem. The set O, consisting of all germs {jp+"\t e U
+ (U+ is the space of 
germs of all immersions p+ : P-+ M+), for which [p]t = [nop
+~\te U still is 
a germ of an immersion, is open. If p+ e O n &&+f then pe &$£. Conversely, let 
p e S3C and 6t = axat + ... + acac be the related form in (I). Then p = n op
+, 
where p+ e £9£+ is determined by p+*At = p*at,...., p
+ *AC — p*ac. 
Proof: [P+]v^ O if and only if (7r op+) *T == 0, for all n-forms T on M+ , the 
first assertion follows. 
Before continuing the proof, note that every p+ e O may be locally represented 
by p+ = or op, <rbeing a cross-section of M+ , p : P -+ M ail embedding; Then, 
a vector field Z + on M+ may be locally decomposed as Z + = H+ V, where 
H is a horizontal vector field (i.e. Ha{x) == d<r(Zx); x e M, Z is a vector field on M) 
and V = t?i 3/3^! + ... + vc djdAc is a vertical vector field. We come to the 
proper proof. 
First, let p+ e O n SdC+. That means, a counterpart of (1) is true: 
0 =/>+*Z+-J d(n*<p . T a
+) = (croP)(# + K ) J d ( ) t > - a+). 
Clearly, <r*if -J TT* d<p = Z-i d<p, V-i n* d<p = 0, a*H-t da+ = Z -J d<r*a\ 
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<r*V-j da+ = <r*V-J Z(dAk A n*ctk + Akn* dotk) = !~k<xk (~k = vk o a). We have 
the identity 
0 = p*Z-i d(<p - <r*a+) + p* I~kafc, 
satisfied for all vector fields Z and all functions vx,..., vc on M. Consequently, 
p*afc = 0 (hence p*a = 0, a e 91), p*Z-J d(<p — a) s 0 (a = <T*a
+). We see, 
pe€9C. 
Second, letp e $3C. Then (1) is true with certain form a = axv.x + . . . + ~cac € 2T. 
Defining p+ : P -* M + by p+/t = ((a^ op , . . . , ac op),pf) we have p = 7i op
+ , and 
reverse running of the previous part of the present proof gives p* 6 <.f#" + . 
6. .^-restriction. Let <£& be a standard problem, namely i f ^ = i f^(P , M, {0},...) 
(the dotted places need not be defined). Pet / : M~ -* M be a mapping of a mani-
fcli M~ into M, S be a set of vector fields on M (we employ only the simple case 
5 = 0, the empty set, in the present part). Introducing the C°°(M~)-module 9I~ 
of n-forms generated by all forms of the type i*S-i dq> (S e S), the problem 
i f^(P , M~, 9l~, i*q>,...) will be called an 5-restriction (by /) of the mentioned 
problem if^. As usual, we shall deal only with the related space of germs of 
extremals $%(M~, A~, di*<p) (briefly denoted £%~). 
Retaining the previous notation, we state conditions under which an 5-restriction 
is a restriction in the sense of Section 3. 
7. Theorem. If p = i op~ € £% (where p~ : P -> M~), then p~ e SX~. Let O 
be an open subset of U~ (the space of germs of all immersions p~ : P -> M~) and 
assume that for every germ [ p ~ ] t e 0 n $$C~ (teP) satisfying p*S -J d<p s 0 
(p = / o p " , S e S), every vector field Z on M admits a decomposition Z = H + V 
with Hi{x) = di(Z~) (x = p(t); Z~ is an appropriate vector field on M~), p*V-J 
-J d<p = 0. Then, p = / o p " e$9£, providedpe U, p~ e O n <?#f~. 
Proof: p~ e^^*~ means thatp~*a~ s 0(a~ e9 l~ )and (p~*Z~ -J d / » r s 0 
for every t. These conditions may be rewritten as follows: 
p*5-j d<p = 0 and (p*Z-J dq>)t s 0 
(Ziix) = d/(Z~), x = p~(0) and they are satisfied if p e $9C. This proves the first 
statement. 
For the second assertion, assume [ p ~ ] f e O n ##*~. It is sufficient to prove 
0 = (p*Z-J d<p)r = (p*i¥-J dq>)t + (p*V-J d<p)t. 
But the first summand is equal to 
((/ op~)* H_j d<p)t -* (p~*Z~ -J di*q>)t 
and vanishes because [ P ~ ] t € # ^ ~ ; the vanishing of the second summand has 
been postulated. 
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8. Regular problems. We present a rather unusual and general definition which 
consists, roughly speaking, in the requirement that a resolvent sequence exists 
with length N g 3. More accurately, we postulate an existence of a resolvent 
sequence of the type 
<e$> = <e»X9 <e»
+ = <e»29(<e»
+y = <e»^ 
(the standard prolongation followed by an 5-restriction, necessarily 5 = 0 because 
£e0>$ is a standard problem with 9I3 = {0}) and, moreover, we require that the 
correspondence between generic extremals from S9C and S9CZ is one-to-one. We 
denote (2!0»+y more simply by JSf̂ 0-
As usual, we are interested only in the corresponding resolvent sequence of 
spaces of germs of extremals S9C = S9CX, S9C
+ = S9Cl9 S3C° = (S9C
+Y = S9C% 
explicitly written as follows: 
(2) S9C(M9 A9 dp), S9C(M
+
9 {0}, d(n*q> - <x
+), S9C(M°9 {0}, di*(*> - a
+)). 
This chain is completely determined by the mapping i : M°(= (M+)~) -• M+, 
called a resolvent mapping for the problem Se0>. Look at the question of what 
kind this mapping i should be. 
First, if we come out with an extremal p e S9C9 then there exist extremals p
+ e 
eS9C+ lying over p (i.e., satisfying p = nop+); cf. the second statement of 
Theorem 5. If there exists a unique extremal p+ of the mentioned type lying in the 
subset iM° <z M+ (i.e., factorisable by p+ = i op°9 p° : P -> M°), we finish since 
p° € S9C°; cf. the first statement of Theorem 7. 
Second, starting with a generic p° e S9C°9 the mapping i must be of certain 
special type (a geodesic mapping, see Section 10 below) to guarantee that p+ = 
= i op° e S9C+. If this is the case, then p = n op+ e S9C9 for generic p
+ (the first 
statement of Theorem 5), and the above question is completely answered. 
It seems that the second requirement on the mapping i may be weakened by 
supposing only p = n o i op0 e S9C9 for generic p0 e S9C (instead of p
+ = i op° e 
e S9C+). However, this is not true: 
9. Theorem. Let i: M° - M be a submersion. Ifp° e S9C°9 p = n o i o p° e S9C, 
thenp+ = iop°eS&+. 
A sketch of the proof: Locally, p+ = a op with an appropriate cross-section 
a : M -> M+ with values in the subset iM° c M+. Then the rest of the proof is 
similar as for the Theorem 5. 
10. A bit of metamathematics. There may exist too many phase spaces M° and 
phase mappings i for a given problem JSP01. However, as a rule, this number may 
be strongly reduced if certain additional structures (foliations, group symmetries, 
fixed tensors, boundary conditions, etc.) are present on M, M+, and we ask only 
for such phase objects which are intrinsically related with them. Of course, the 
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last phrase is somewhat ambigous and needs a more careful explanation. But 
in order not to fall into vague categorical generalities, we appeal to the common 
sense of the reader and indicate only the wholly concrete case of the group 
symmetry. 
11. Pull-back. Let JS?^ be a (general) Lagrange problem, g : M' -> M be 
a mapping of a manifold M' into M. Denote by g*9l (g*93) the C°°(M)-module 
of all w-forms ((n - l)-forms) generated by the forms g*ct, a € 91 (g*fi9 j? e S). 
The problem J2^(P, M', #*9I, £*<?, g*33, g*\//) (briefly £*i?^) is called the pull-
back (by the mapping g) of the problem S£0>. We have the corresponding space 
of germs of extremals S9C(Mf, g*% dg*q>) (briefly denoted g*S3T). 
Pull-back is not a fundamental operation. Indeed, set i = a og : M' -* M+ , 
where <x : M -~» M+ is the zero section of M+ , and let S be the set of all vertical 
vector fields on M+ . One can see that the S-restriction (JSf^+)~ is identical with 
g*&&. Especially, for M = M', g = e, the identity mapping, we have (JSf^+)"" = 
= e*£& = JS?^; 5-restriction is, to a certain extent, an inverse operation to the 
standard prolongation. 
If the problem g*j£?^ is a restriction by the map g of the problem &0> in the 
sense of Section 3, g is called a geodesic mapping. Looking more closely at this 
case, one can see that the requirement (i) of the restriction is always satisfied. 
(If p = g op' e S3C, pf : P -> M', then pf Bg*S9C\ a simple fact.) Therefore, g is 
a geodesic mapping if and only if p = g o pf e <?#* for every generic p' 6 g*S9C. 
This is in agreement with the more particular case of Riemannian geometry. 
If the problem JSf 9 under consideration is a standard one, then the notion of 
a pull-back exactly coincides with the 0-restriction. Especially, this is the case 
of the resolvent mapping discussed in Section 8. 
12. Group symmetry. Let a group G of diffeomorphisms g : M-» M act on 
the manifold M and preserve the module 91. That means* 
£*(*!«! + ... + acocc) = g1(a1,...,flfc)a1 + ... + gc(ai9 . . . ,a c) ac 
holds with certain functions fo, . . . , fc€C , 0(E c) , for all functions ai9...9ace 
€ C°°(M). We have a linear representation of G in the space Rc acting to the right: 
Ag = (at(A)9...9ac(A))9A = (Al9..., ^ C ) G R C . 
Also, we have a group G+ of diffeomorphisms g+ operating on M+ to left: 
(3) g+(A9 x) = ( 4 * - \ **), {A, x) 6 M
+ = Rc x M. 
The fundamental form a+ is preserved, 
g+*a+ = a
+ & € G ) , 
which is equivalent to the fact that the group symmetry preserves the prolongation 
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procedure, g+*(&0+) = (g*&&) + ; written in all details, 
S£0(P,M+,{O}9g
+*(n*<p - oi+),g+*<B + ,g+*n*il,) = 
* S£0(P, M + , (0), n*(g*cp - a + ) , (g*%) +, 7i*g*^). 
Let / : M° -» M + be a resolvent mapping to the problem S£0. We know that 
the corresponding standard problem S£0* = (S£0+)~, the 0-restriction by / 
of S£0+", is identical with the pull-back i*(S£0+), cf. the note at the end of Sec-
tion 11. Assume that the group G acts on the phase space M° to the left. Then the 
mapping 
i9 = ( g
+ ) _ 1 o / o g : M°->M + 
is a resolvent mapping to the problem g*S£0. The corresponding standard 
problem to the problem g*S£0 is 
(i9)*(g*S£0)
+ = ( f e - V oiog)*(g+)*(S£0+) = £ * ( / * ^ + ) = g* i f^o ; 
it possesses the equivariancy property. Consequently, the canonical structure is 
equivariant, too. Because the canonical structure related with the problem g*S£0 
is given by the exterior differential of the form ig(n*g*cp — a
+ ) , the last assertion 
is easily verifiable: 
ifa*g*<P - «+) = tig"1)* o iog)* (g+)* (n*cp - a+ ) = g*i*(n*((> - <x+). 
13. Continuation of Section 10. Retaining the previous notation we will assume 
that ((/):) certain structures are present on M+ which are preserved under actions 
of G+, ((//):) certain additional requirements expressible only in terms of the 
mentioned structures are imposed on the sought resolvent mappings. 
Then, it may happen that ((///):) there exists a unique resolvent mapping i(g) 
satisfying (li) to every problem g*S£0. Denote / = i(e) (e being the unit of G) 
the resolvent mapping for the problem e*S£0 = S£0. Owing to (i), we may 
expect that the mapping ig also satisfies the requirement (ii). In this case i(g) = 
= ig follows, and we have the following result: The resolvent mapping i(g)9 which 
may be often determined without any calculations with the groups G, G+, is auto-
maticallv equivariant. 
More generally, let ((iv):) we have a set 1(g) of all resolvent mappings satisfying 
(ii), to the problem g*S£0. By a little adaptation of the above case, one can see 
that the sets 1(g) are permuted by the group G in a very natural sense: i9 e 1(g) 
for every i e 1(e). 
Illustrative examples 
14. Setting of the problem LP. As in the Part I, we set M = Rrt+m+Bm (variables 
xi>yJ,y{,iss l , - . . , / i ; 7 * 1, .... ,m), 91 is the C^M^module generated by the 
contact forms ccJ ( = dyJ - Xyj dx% q> = fdx (fe C*(M), dx = dx1 A . . . A dxn). 
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The data P, 93, i/> need not be specified since we shall consider only the spaces 
of germs of extremals. 
A form a e 91 is uniquely expressible by the sum 
a = Ia££aJ A dx(/) A a>£, 11\ = | J | + | L |, | J | £ 1, 
where we use the following multiindex notation: 
J=U\,-'J,)Ji ^ ••• SJr,*J = a71 A--- Aflt̂ M J\ = r , 
/ = (i!,..., ia), ix < ... < is, dx
J = dx1'1 A ... A dxis, | /1 = s, 
and dxf is the complementary product defined by the property dx1 A dx(l) = dx. 
(Thus, dx(0 = O7dx(,)-J dx, dx ( , 'n = d/dx*' -J d/fa'-i dx,...) At last, 
L = (/1?...,/ r), K=(k!,...,kr), ft,*,) ^ . . . £ ( / „* , ) 
(lexicographic order), and 
4 = < A . . . A coji, 4 = dj;i - Xy\k dx', 
where the functions ylike C°°(M) (/ = 1,..., m; i, k = 1,..., n) will be defined 
below. We shall also denote 
f - 8'f * - d'f 
J ~ ~7~7. 7 T ' JK-dyh...dyJr' dylk[...dy
l
k\* 
aJ - aJ'0 
for brevity. 
Dealing only with the generic extremals, with the formp* dx nowhere vanishing, 
we may assume (by a appropriate choice of the functions y\k) that p*co[ = 0- Then 
the extremals satisfy 
(4) p*a'=0 ( f = l , . . . , m ) , 
and also, 
(5) p*(f; dx + £ da/ A dx«>) = 0 (j = 1,..., m), 
i 
(6) p*(fj>aY)dx = 0 ( /= l,...,n;f= l , . . . ,m), 
the conditions arising from (1) by successive substitutions Z = d/dyJ, Z = djdyf 
(the vectors Z = djdxlwsiy be omitted, cf. the end cf Section 1). The system (4) —(6) 
is equivalent to the Euler — Lagrange system. 
15. Prolonged problem. We introduce the space M+ = Rc x M, C is the number 
of new independent variables A{£ occuring in the corresponding fundamental 
form 
a+ = E 4 ; M a J A d x ( / ) A d ^ ) , | / | = | J | + | L | , | J | £ L 
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Dealing only with generic extremals p+ for which the form p+*n*dx nowhere 
vanishes, we have the following conditions: 
(4)+ p+*n*(aJ A djc(° A dy%) s 0, 
(5)+ p+*(n*fJdx + Y, dA{ An*dx(,)) = 0 (AJ a AJ;\), 
i 
(5)+ P**(n*f{ + M) n* dx = 0. 
They arise from the counterpart of (1), the relation P+*Z+ -J d(n*q> - a+) == 0, 
by successive choosing Z + = d/3A££, Z + = djdn*yJ, Z + = djdn*y{ (the vectors 
,Z+ = djdn*xl are omitted). 
16. Present structures. The space M is considered as a manifold. The form 
<p = / d x determines the foliation xl = c1 , . . . , xn = c" of M; at least in the non-
trivial case/ T* 0 on open subsets of M. We have the group G of diffeomorphisms 
g : M -+ M preserving this foliation and preserving the module 91, too. Every 
transformation g e G is determined by the functions g*x* e C^R") (variables in R" 
are x \ ..., *"), £*y e C00(R"+,n) (variables x1 , . . . , x", 7 1 , . . . , ym), which are 
arbitrary to a large extent, and by the functions g*y{ e C°°(M) calculable from the 
condition g*a^ e 81. The prolonged group G+ is given by (3), and we do not need 
it explicitly. Note only that every subspace of M+ given by the conditions 
AJ>L = 0 
AltK =
 u> 
where \ I \, \ J\, \ K \, \ L \ are fixed constants, is preserved under G+. This easily 
follows from the fact that the forms g* dx1, g*ccJ, are linear combinations of dxv, 
aJ\ respectively. 
17. Resolvent mapping. We restrict ourselves to regular problems, and let us look 
for the resolvent chain (2). Moreover, we claim the following restrictions for the 
sought phase space and resolvent mapping: M° = M, 1: M° = M—• Af+ is a 
cross-section, and 
(7) i*Ai:k*0 if | K | = 1, |L| = 1. 
The requirement (7) is of intrinsical nature, it is satisfied by i8 = (g*)"
1 o i og, 
too. 
The cross-section 1 will be determined if we know the remaining functions 
i*A'j,\ « i*Aj. But (6)+ enforces that 
(8) i*A{ 3 - / / , 
and there are not any requirements arising from the equations of extremals 
(4)+ - (6) + for the functions i*AJ with | J\ % 2. 
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The conditions (8) are also equivariant for the group actions. Indeed, (8) means 
that 
i* d\dn*y{ -i d(n*<p - a+) s 0, 
and the corresponding relation for the transformed case 
i*d\dn*y{ -J d(n*g*q> - a+) s 0 
is clearly equivalent to 
g*/* d\dn*yi -J d(n*q> - a+) a 0. 
18. Poincari—Cartan form. Choose 
i*A\ a 0, | J\ = 2. 
Now, the cross-section i is completely determined and we are going to verify 
whether it is a resolvent mapping, following the lines mentioned in Section 8. 
The first demand (cf. Section 8) is relatively a simple one: Coming out with 
peSX, there exists a unique mapping p+ : P -* M+ satisfying p=*nop*, 
p+ = i op (i.e.,/>+ lying overp and in the set iM = /M°), since i is a cross-section. 
Then, 
p+*A{ = p*IM/ - - p * / / = p*a{ 
(remind that a = Za{aJ A djc(0 + ... is the form occuring in (1)), and the converse 
statement of Theorem 5 gives p+ e SSC*. Consequently, />°=/>:-P-+Af = M° 
is the unique extremal from the space S9C° corresponding to a generic p e ^3T. 
The second demand concerning the mapping i looks as follows: Starting with 
p° e S$£°, we have to prove that />+ e S&+ (then p = n o p + e <f #f, for generic />*, 
and we finished; cf. Section 8). For this, we apply the second assertion of Theorem 6 
(where SX, S3C~,S, H, V, is replaced by S3E+, S&°, 0, vectors tangent to iM,° 
linear combinations of b\dA\\\, respectively). We have to verify the requirement 
p + *K-i d(p a 0, i.e. (4)+, supposing p°sS2C°. But p° sSX0 implies, among 
others, the relations 
p°* d\dy{ -J di*(n*q> - a+) a 0, 
which gives, after simple calculations, 
P ° * I / / ; / V Adx(l> = 0 (i - 1,..., n,j - 1,..., m). 
Supposing that 
p°*det(/{f)*0, 
the last relations are equivalent to p°*aJ A dx(i) a 0, that is, p°*aJ s 0. Con-
sequently, (4)+ is true since p*n*aJ = />*ay = Jp°*a
i s 0. The result is that p e £#V 
if p°(= P)BO n SX°, O being'the set of generic germs defined by (9). 
Although the above results are well-known, the whole procedure was presented 
in some details because it possesses a general character and may be word-by-word 
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applied to other (also irregular) problems. At last, we may summarise some 
immediate consequences as follows: If the set O given by (9) is dense in the space SSC, 
then JS?& is a regular problem andpeO n S3C if and only if p° e O n $%°. The 
canonical structure is determined by the exterior differentiale of the (Poincare — 
Cartan) form 
cpo - i*(n*<p - a
+ ) = cp - /*a + = / d x + I//a-7' A dx{i\ 
which is equivariant: To the problem g*$£0> there corresponds the form g*(p°. 
The Hamilton function H is defined by 
<p° = Hdx + I / / dj/ A djc(0, 
(i.#., H = / — I//>/) and in local Legendre coordinates x\yJ9X{ = / / we have 
<p° = Hdx + IA /dy Adx(i). 
The Euler — Lagrange system arising from the condition p°*Z° -J dcp° = 0 (the 
counterpart of (1)) by setting Z° = djdyj, Z° = d/CU/ is of par:icular, Hamiltonian 
type: 
y 8 ^ = n°* gff ^ ° v ' - -o« an 
19. Caratheodory form. Supposing (7), (8), and assuming / ^ 0, there exists exactly 
one cross-section / for which the form i*(n*(p — a+) is decomposable into n linear 
factors. It is the form 
(10) <p° = / 9 1 A ... A r, P = dxl + Y,~ocj. 
J * 
By comparing the coefficients of various products i*aJ A dx(/) we get 
j*7i*/ _ / (triviality), i*AJ = - / / (condition (8)), 
i M / = ~ /
1 - i I ' X / ^ . . . / f t , . . . ; 
the squared bracket denotes alternation. The cross-section i will be a resolvent 
mapping, if p e O n $ 9C implies p° eO n £%° and also reversely. Arguments 
similar to that of the preceding section show that this is the case if (4)+ is true for 
generic extremals p° e $%°. 
Having this in mind, assume p° e £2£°. Then 
po*Z°_ d ^ A . - A S " ) = 0 
is true for all vector fields Z° on M° = M. Using the non-holonomic coordinate 
frame 5*, â , dy{ (i = 1,... , n; j = 1,..., m), denoting S<r> = - ( - l y s 1 A ... A 
A3 ," , 1A9 i + 1A.. .A9B 5 and choosing Z° = d/dyf, the above condition gives 
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f*Y.r2A{f<*> A 3 ( 0 = 0, A{f~ffjf - fjff + fiff. 
n',r 
Assuming 
P°* det (/!#') 4=0, 
we obtain p0*^' A &(i) == 0, and in the case p0*^1 A ... A 9n =£ Owe have p°*aJ s 0; 
we see that (4)+ is true. 
Summarise the results: Z£0> is a regular problem if the set O given by the con-
ditions 
p*f -* o, p*9l A . . . A S V 0 , p* det (A{f) * 0 
is dense in the space SSC (or, which is the same, in the space £2£°). Then, the 
canonical structure is determined by the exterior differential of the above form <p°, 
called Caratheodory form, which is equivariant. We may introduce the Legendre 
coordinates and Hamilton function by writing 
v° = fl~n ACS^ <**' + X / W ) = 
= f1 -" det (zi"') AXdx1 + S V"'f/, dyJ = 
i=-l »,i 
= HA(dxi + XA/dy), 
where we denote AiV = (/<5*> - If/yi), (V'r) = (4")"1 1s the inverse matrix. 
Thus, the Legendre coordinates are xhy
J\A{ = 5]V"'f/', if the last system is 
V 
locally invertible. This is equivalent to the local invertibility of the system / / = /*/, 
i.e. to the condition (9). In these canonical coordinates, the Euler — Lagrange 
system possesses the Hamiltonian form 
y dp°*M = o^aintf dp°*y
J
 = p^ainJJ 
r ^ p ay ' a{* p dxJ ' 
where /J -*/1"" det (AH\^ s dxl* + EA/d/. 
20. General solution. The Caratheodory form seems to be extremely important 
for boundary problems and geodesic field theory, and is in fact equivariant for 
larger group then the above group G+. We shall demonstrate its utility in deriving 
some other resolvent mappings. 
Decompose the Caratheodory form into the sum of terms homogeneous in <xJ 
and dxl: 
<p° - i V , ¥ - r - ' I / f c ... /&aJAdx<'>, | J\ = | / | - r. 
r--0 
Clearly, #° =-fdx, $x = Ef/a' A dx(<), and every form # r is equivariant. In this 
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way, we get a lot of equivariant forms Zc r$ r, with c 1 , . . . , cr arbitrary constants, 
however, the canonical structure may arise only in the case c° = c1 = 1. The 
related resolvent mapping i may be then determined by comparing the coefficients 
in the equation 
i*(n*q> - <x+) = ^° + 4>l + £ cr$r> 
r = 2 
Especially, c2 = ... = c" = 0 presents the Poincare — Cartan form, c2 = ... = 
as c* =» 1 gives the CarathSodory form. Certain investigations related with the 
form 
^)~V-VAdx«>, /.' = dx' + QEf.V/L III = r 
(the sum is taken over all combinations of order r), also appear in literature. We 
get the Poincar6 — Cartan (Carath^odory) form in the case r = 1 (r = n). 
There are many other equivariant phase structures, and all they admit an 
explicit expression in terms of certain number of arbitrary functions on the space M. 
However, by imposing the requirement that the functions i*Aj may be definite 
functions ofx\ y3, yf,f fJ, f{,..., then the only possible equivariant phase structures 
are given by the above forms 4>° + 4>l + c2<P2 + ... + c^" . We delay the proof 
to another place. 
(Part HI Examples will follow.) 
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